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Loss Development Triangle Cautionary Language
This report is for informational purposes only and is as of December 31, 2009. We are under no
obligation and do not expect to update or revise this report, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise, even when such new data has been reflected in the
Company’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) or other
disclosures. Although the loss development patterns disclosed in this report are an important
factor in the process used to estimate loss reserve requirements, they are not the only factors we
consider in establishing reserves. The process for establishing reserves is subject to
considerable variability and requires the use of informed estimates and judgments. Important
details, such as specific loss development expectations for particular contracts, years or events,
cannot be developed solely by analyzing the information provided in this report. In addition to
analyzing loss development information, we incorporate additional information into the reserving
process, such as pricing and market conditions. Readers must keep these and other
qualifications more fully described in this report in mind when reviewing this information. This
report should be read in conjunction with other documents filed by AXIS Capital Holdings Limited
(“AXIS” or the “Company”) with the SEC, including our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K
and Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q.
Safe Harbor for Forward-Looking Statements
Some of the statements in this report may include forward-looking statements which reflect
management’s current views with respect to future events and financial performance. Such
statements may include forward-looking statements both with respect to the Company in general
and the insurance and reinsurance sectors specifically, both as to underwriting and investment
matters. Statements which include the words "expect," "intend," "plan," "believe," "project,"
"anticipate," "seek," "will," and similar statements of a future or forward-looking nature identify
forward-looking statements in this report for purposes of the U.S. federal securities laws or
otherwise. The Company intends these forward-looking statements to be covered by the safe
harbor provisions for forward-looking statements in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995.
All forward-looking statements address matters that involve risks and uncertainties. Actual
events or results may differ materially from our expectations. Important factors that could cause
actual events or results to be materially different from our expectations include (1) the occurrence
of natural and man-made disasters, (2) actual claims exceeding our loss reserves, (3) general
economic, capital and credit market conditions and the persistence of the recent financial crisis,
(4) the failure of any of the loss limitation methods we employ, (5) the effects of emerging claims
and coverage issues, (6) the failure of our cedants to adequately evaluate risks, (7) inability to
obtain additional capital on favorable terms, or at all, (8) the loss of one or more key executives,
(9) a decline in our ratings with rating agencies, (10) the loss of business provided to us by our
major brokers, (11) changes in accounting policies or practices, (12) changes in governmental
regulations, (13) increased competition, (14) changes in the political environment of certain
countries in which we operate or underwrite business, (15) fluctuations in interest rates, credit
spreads, equity prices and/or currency values, and (16) the other factors set forth in our most
recent report on Form 10-K, Form 10-Q and other documents on file with the SEC. We undertake
no obligation to update or revise publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of
new information, future events or otherwise.
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I.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This is our second publication of loss development triangles, providing updated information for
our Insurance and Reinsurance segments as of December 31, 2009. The information presented
in this document will update your understanding of the loss development characteristics of our
business and provide further insight into the general pattern of loss payment and loss reporting
for each of our loss reserving classes.
Although we believe the data presented in this document will aid the understanding of critical loss
development characteristics of our business, you should be aware that loss payment and loss
reporting patterns are not the only considerations in establishing loss reserves. We caution that
an attempt to evaluate our loss reserves using solely the data presented here could be
misleading. The accident year data presented in this document represents a high level summary
of the data we use for our own loss reserve evaluations. Important details, such as specific loss
development expectations for particular contracts, years, or events cannot be developed by solely
analyzing information at this level. Furthermore, in addition to analyzing loss development
information, we incorporate additional information, such as pricing and market conditions, in our
loss reserve analysis. Section VII provides a high level description of our reserving processes.
We strongly recommend that you refer to the data discussion in Section II before attempting to
use the data for further analysis.
We also caution strongly against mechanical application of standard actuarial methodologies to
project ultimate losses and loss reserves using triangles presented in this report. Mechanical
application of reserving methods will fail to take into account several important factors including
the following:
i.

For several reserving classes, our premium volume has increased dramatically in recent
years. As older years refer to a substantially smaller volume of premiums and claims,
inferences drawn from patterns relating to those years may lack actuarial credibility.
Therefore mechanical application of such techniques would not be appropriate.

ii.

For several classes, pricing conditions have changed dramatically in recent years. The
extrapolation of loss ratios from prior periods to current conditions would not be
appropriate.

iii.

Several reserving classes are affected by the presence of large losses, including
catastrophes. Loss development for years with a sizeable component of large losses
may differ significantly from those years unaffected by large losses. Refer to Section II
for further discussion.

iv.

The composition of the portfolio has changed over time for several reserving classes. In
some cases, these changes have been material. Trends derived from a summary of loss
development data cannot capture all of these changes. Sections V and VI provide a high
level summary of key changes in the underlying business composition in each of the
reserving classes.

Without incorporating this and other critical information, results derived from a direct extrapolation
of loss development triangles in this report have the potential to produce inappropriate results.
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF DATA PRESENTED

AXIS was formed in late 2001. Therefore, all underwriting data is for periods from 2002 onwards.
For some lines of business, less historical data is available as those lines were added more
recently.
i)

General

This document provides accident year summary exhibits, on a gross and net basis, as of
December 31, 2009. These summaries include written, ceded and earned premiums, paid
losses, case reserves, case incurred losses, incurred but not reported losses (“IBNR”) and
ultimate losses on a gross and net basis. This document also provides gross loss development
triangles including paid loss data, case incurred loss data and ultimate loss data. Data is
presented in thousands of U.S. dollars. Amounts may not reconcile due to rounding differences.
We do not discount our unpaid losses and loss expense reserves. Intercompany reinsurance
transactions have not been reflected in the triangles.
Refer to Section III for a reconciliation of the loss reserves in the triangles to those presented in
our consolidated financial statements at December 31, 2009.
ii)

Accident Year Basis

Our loss development triangles and summary exhibits are presented on an accident year basis
for both our Insurance and Reinsurance segments. We rely primarily, but not always, on accident
year information for our internal reserve analysis. We utilize underwriting year information in
analyzing some of our proportional treaties and we subsequently allocate reserves to the
respective accident years.
The multi-year nature of the Credit and Political Risk business within our Insurance segment
inherently distorts results when a single accident year is reviewed in isolation. In recent years,
the average term of our Credit and Political Risk contracts has been four to five years. The
premium we receive on these contracts is generally earned evenly over the contract term, thus
spanning multiple accident years. In contrast, losses incurred on these contracts, which can be
characterized as low in frequency and high in severity, are reflected in a single accident year (the
year during which loss event occurred). When a loss exhausts our exposure on a Credit and
Political Risk contract, we accelerate the recognition of any remaining unearned premium where
we are entitled to it. As a result of these characteristics, comparative analyses on a single
accident year basis for this business are less meaningful than those for our other loss reserving
classes. The results of our Credit and Political Risk business are more appropriately and
meaningfully analyzed on an inception to date basis.
The main difficulty in presenting accident year triangles for the Reinsurance segment relates to
the allocation of loss information on proportional treaties to the appropriate accident years. As an
example, many proportional treaty reinsurance contracts are submitted using quarterly bordereau
reporting by underwriting year, with a supplemental listing of large losses. The large losses can
be accurately allocated to the corresponding accident years. However, the remaining losses can
generally only be allocated to accident years based on estimated premium earning and loss
reporting patterns. To the extent management’s assumptions and allocation procedures differ
from the actual loss development patterns, the actual loss development may differ materially from
the loss development presented in this report.
Refer to the Glossary in section VIII for definitions of Accident and Underwriting year.
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iii)

Selection of Reserving Classes

Triangles are provided in eleven reserving classes, six for our Insurance segment, and five for our
Reinsurance segment, as follows:
Insurance Segment
• Property
• Marine
• Aviation
• Credit and Political Risk
• Professional Lines
• Liability
Reinsurance Segment
• Property
• Credit and Bond
• Professional Lines
• Motor
• Liability
The underlying business within a given class generally shares similar loss development
characteristics. We analyze loss development trends based on data for each of our many internal
loss reserving classes. Our internal loss reserving classes have been consolidated into the
eleven loss reserving classes presented herein. Further details on the nature of the business
included within each of the classes above are provided in sections V and VI. The user should
read these sections carefully as they provide important information on the nature of the
underlying business as well as historical changes in business mix that impact the loss reserve
analysis.
iv)

Large Losses

Catastrophes
The triangles are unadjusted with respect to significant loss events/catastrophes, namely the
2004 hurricanes (specifically Charley, Frances, Ivan, and Jeanne), the 2005 hurricanes
(specifically Katrina, Rita and Wilma) and the 2008 hurricanes (specifically Ike and Gustav).
We note that for the 2005 accident year, the extent of damage caused by Hurricane Katrina,
along with the delay in adjusting losses in affected areas and the interpretation of coverage under
insurance contracts, contributed to a lengthening of the loss development profile beyond what we
would normally expect from other natural catastrophes.
Our projected loss reserves for these events are based primarily on ground-up estimates of
exposures on a contract-by-contract basis reflecting information provided by both insureds and
cedants. Aggregate incurred loss development per event is also monitored against industry
benchmarks as an additional check on the reasonableness of our total reserves for these events.
For further information, refer to the excerpt from our 2009 Annual Report on Form 10-K in Section
VII.
Separate information is provided on these catastrophe losses in Section IV.
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Global Credit Crisis
Worldwide financial markets recently experienced unprecedented volatility and disruption. As a
result of the financial crisis, the following reserving classes have been impacted:



Professional Lines (primarily 2007 and 2008 accident years)
Credit and Political Risk Insurance/Credit and Bond Reinsurance (primarily 2008 and
2009 accident years)

There continues to be relatively high levels of uncertainty around the ultimate outcome on the
2007 through 2009 accident years. This is mainly attributable to both the higher than average
volume of reported claims on these years, as well as the higher proportion of open claims,
relative to earlier accident years at the same stage of development. As a result, the loss
development patterns on these accident years may differ from prior years.
Our reserves for the classes affected by the financial crisis are based primarily on a ground-up
probabilistic loss analysis of the exposed limits for individual policies in our insurance portfolio
and, for our reinsurance business, on exposed limits in our cedants’ portfolios. The reserves also
take into consideration any early loss notifications and, for reinsurance quota share treaties, any
loss projections provided by our cedants.
v)

Foreign Exchange

All foreign denominated premium data is converted at the inception date of the policy. Non-U.S.
denominated loss data is generally converted at the date of loss, and, in some cases, the
inception date of the contract if the date of loss is indeterminable. Fluctuations in currency
exchange rates could cause material shifts in loss development. Our reserves for losses and loss
expenses, as disclosed in our consolidated financial statements, are revalued using the exchange
rate at the Balance Sheet date and therefore revaluation of reserves represents a reconciling item
to the data presented in this document (See Section III for a reconciliation of total reserves as at
December 31, 2009).
vi)

Ceded Reinsurance

Reinsurance premiums ceded are expensed over the period the reinsurance coverage is
provided. Where possible, reinsurance ceded is directly allocated to the specific lines of business
covered. When aggregate or whole account protection (covering multiple lines of business) has
been purchased, the reinsurance ceded premiums have generally been allocated to the
underlying lines of business in proportion to the respective gross premiums written.
vii)

Credit and Political Risk Reserving

An important and distinguishing feature of many of our Insurance segment’s Credit and Political
Risk policies is our contractual right, subsequent to payment of a claim to our insured, to be
subrogated to, or otherwise have an interest in, the insured’s rights of recovery under an insured
loan or facility agreement. In these instances, we recognize a loss and a corresponding estimate
of the value of the applicable recoveries and pay the claim. The estimated recoveries are
recorded as an offset to the related loss provisions. The time period between the date of a claim
payment and our ultimate recovery from the corresponding security can result in negative case
reserves at a point in time (as was the case at December 31, 2009). While a loss payment is
reflected in gross paid losses, the associated potential recovery continues to be reflected as an
offset to the gross case reserve balance.
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The nature of the underlying recoverable assets is specific to each transaction. Management
estimates the value of these assets on a contract-by-contract basis. This valuation process is
inherently subjective and involves the application of management’s judgment because active
markets for these assets often do not exist. Our estimates of value are based on numerous
inputs, including information provided by our insureds, as well as third party sources including
rating agencies, asset valuation specialists and other publicly available information.
At December 31, 2009, our total estimated recoveries were $340 million, of which $87 million
related to contracts where we had already paid losses, $160 million related to contracts where
case reserves were recognized and $93 million related to IBNR reserves.
When handling a claim under one of our Credit or Political Risk policies, we, in some instances
upon becoming aware of a loss event, negotiate a final settlement of all of our policy liabilities for
a fixed amount. In most circumstances, this occurs when the insured moves to realize the benefit
of the collateral that underlies the insured loan or facility and presents us with a net settlement
proposal that represents a full and final payment by us under the terms of the policy. In
consideration for this payment, we secure a cancellation of the policy, or a release of all claims,
and waive our right to pursue a recovery of these settlement payments against the security that
may have been available to us under the insured loan or facility agreement. In certain
circumstances, cancellation by way of net settlement or full payment can result in an adjustment
of the net premium to be received and earned on the policy.
III.

RECONCILIATIONS

i)

Reconciliation of Unpaid Losses

The following table reconciles the reserves for loss and loss expenses as of December 31, 2009
as reported in our consolidated financial statements in accordance with U.S. GAAP to the
reserves for loss and loss expenses published in the triangles (all amounts in thousands, on a
gross basis).
Reconciliation of Unpaid Losses and Loss Adjustment Expenses ("LAE")
Consolidated Triangles Unpaid Losses and LAE

$

6,535,938

Impact of Foreign Exchange Revaluation on Reserves

(3,408)

Acquired Reserves and other *

31,603

Reserves for losses and loss expenses per December 31, 2009 consolidated
financial statements

$

6,564,133

* This item primarily relates to reserves assumed following the acquisitions of Royal &
SunAlliance Personal Insurance Company (November 2002), Connecticut Specialty Insurance
Company (October 2002), Sheffield Insurance Corporation (February 2003) and Fireman’s Fund
Insurance Company of Wisconsin (August 2005) as part of establishing our U.S. operations.
Substantially all of these acquired reserves are ceded back to an affiliate of the seller and are
excluded from the triangles as they are not considered indicative of our ongoing underwriting
operations.
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ii)

Reconciliation of Reserving Classes to Reported Lines of Business

The following tables reconcile reserving classes in this report to the lines of business categories
and the expected claim tail which are included in our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K
and Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q.
Insurance Segment
Reported Lines of Business
Reserving Classes

Tail

Property

Property

Short / Medium

X

Marine

Short / Medium

Aviation

Short / Medium

Credit and Political Risk

Short / Medium

Professional Lines

Medium / Long

Liability

Marine

Terrorism

Aviation

Credit and
Political Risk

Professional
Lines

Liability

X

Other
X

X
X
X
X

Long

X

Reinsurance Segment

Reserving Classes

Tail

Catastrophe

Property

Property

Short / Medium

X

X

Cerdit and Bond

Short / Medium

Professional Liability

Medium / Long

Motor

Long

Liability

Long

Credit and
Bond

Reported Lines of Business
Professional
Motor
Liability

Liability

Engineering

Other

X

X

X
X
X
X

To facilitate year on year comparisons, we have made certain reclassifications to prior year
groupings in this document to conform to our current reported lines of business.
IV.

CONSOLIDATED LOSS TRIANGLES

i) Observations
Based on the December 31, 2009 data presented in this report, we believe the following general
observations are noteworthy:


Inception to date net written premiums for our Insurance and Reinsurance segments has
been evenly split at 49% and 51%, respectively. The overall inception to date net
ultimate loss ratio is 58%. The net ultimate loss ratio for Insurance is 55% and the net
ultimate loss ratio for Reinsurance is 62%. The most notable item impacting the ultimate
loss ratio is the effect of large losses from the 2005 and 2008 Hurricanes which had a
larger impact on the Reinsurance segment.



Approximately 69% of inception to date gross favorable prior year loss reserve
development has emerged from Insurance and Reinsurance Property reserving classes.
As our business has matured, we are incorporating more of our own historical loss
experience into our reserving methodology (see Section VII). As a result, we would
expect the level of gross favorable prior year development in these reserving classes to
decrease in the future.



Our ceded ultimate loss ratio on an inception to date basis is 71% while the gross
ultimate loss ratio is 61%. This difference is primarily attributable to the performance of
accident years 2004 and 2005. In these years, we benefited from the ceded reinsurance
program responding favorably to the nature of the underlying hurricane losses
experienced.
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The following table shows inception to date gross IBNR reserves in relation to total
reserves as of December 31, 2009 by reserving class:
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iii) Large Loss Table
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V.

INSURANCE SEGMENT

i) Reserving Class Descriptions
The following provides background commentary on the underlying business composition in each
reserving class and how this has changed over time.
Property


The class includes coverage for perils associated with all-risk physical loss or damage,
business interruption and machinery breakdown with respect to virtually all types of
property. This includes commercial buildings, residential premises, construction projects
and onshore energy installations. The key perils insured include fire, hail, flood,
windstorm, and earthquake. Terrorism may be a covered peril and, in some cases may
be written on a stand-alone basis.



Between 10% and 15% of the business written relates to Onshore Energy exposures. In
recent years, stand-alone Terrorism cover represents between 5% and 10% of premium
volume, but prior to 2004 was a more significant share of the overall mix, comprising
approximately 20% in 2003.



Prior to 2006, the mix between primary and excess was broadly evenly split. Since 2006,
there has been an increasing shift towards business written on a primary basis with the
mix in more recent years being between 60% and 70% primary and between 30% and
40% excess.



Approximately 85% of the business covered relates to North American and Caribbean
exposures, with the remainder spread worldwide. Between 2002 and 2004, business
outside North America and the Caribbean represented a higher proportion of this class at
approximately 30% of the total.



In broad terms, the pricing environment in the traditional Property and Onshore Energy
market showed a weakening trend from a peak period that extended from 2003 through
2005. This was followed by a hardening of rates in 2006, particularly for U.S. wind peril
exposed accounts, followed by a weakening trend again from 2007 to 2008 with a
moderate uptick in 2009. Accounts with predominantly non-U.S. exposure did not tend to
benefit from the rate hardening in 2006 and continued a weakening trend from 2006. In
addition, stand-alone Terrorism experienced year on year rate deterioration since its peak
in 2002.



In general, paid and reporting patterns are relatively short-tailed although they can be
volatile due to the incidence of catastrophe events such as the Atlantic hurricanes of
2004 (Charley, Francis, Ivan and Jeanne), 2005 (Katrina, Rita and Wilma) and 2008
(Gustav and Ike).

Marine


This class comprises insurance and reinsurance products on a worldwide basis for
traditional Marine classes: Offshore Energy, Cargo, Liability, Recreational Marine, Fine
Art, Specie, Hull and War.



Offshore Energy is the largest segment of this class representing approximately 50% of
premium in 2009. This segment provides physical damage, business interruption,
operators extra expense, and liability coverage for all aspects of offshore upstream
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energy from exploration and construction through to the operation and distribution
phases. The remainder of the class is made up of Cargo, Specie, Liability and
Recreational Marine (between 10% and 15% each). Prior to 2006, Hull and War
comprised between 20% and 25% of this class, but these participations have reduced
considerably as rates in this segment failed to keep pace with claims emergence.


Rates on Offshore Energy business saw significant increases from 2002 through 2003,
followed by a general decline until the Atlantic hurricanes of 2005. After the storms, rates
significantly increased, particularly for Gulf of Mexico exposed accounts where windstorm
sub-limits were also imposed with the effect of limiting potential exposure to future
windstorm events. Our Marine Recreational segment experienced an increase in rates
from 2005 through 2006 with no significant changes thereafter. Generally, the Cargo and
Specie business has experienced modest year-on-year reductions since 2002.



While a large component of the perils are related to physical damage, the complex nature
of claims arising under our Marine policies tends to result in payment and reporting
patterns that are longer than those of our Property class. Exposure to natural perils such
as windstorm and earthquake can result in volatility, which makes year on year
comparisons difficult, as evidenced by the Atlantic storms of 2004 (Charley, Francis, Ivan
and Jeanne), 2005 (Katrina, Rita and Wilma) and 2008 (Gustav and Ike).

Aviation


This class includes all-risks coverage for physical damage to hulls of aircraft, liability to
passengers, third parties, and spare parts. It also includes coverage for stand-alone hull
war and ‘AV52’ third party war liability.



The book is predominantly focused around flag-carrying scheduled airlines but also
includes coverage for cargo operations, general aviation operations, airports, aviation
authorities, security firms and product manufacturers. Included in this reserving class is a
small book of Space business written between 2002 and 2005. The Space class
provided coverage against perils associated with physical damage or failure of satellites
during their launch phase and first year in orbit.



This business is generally accepted on a direct and facultative basis, but we have
occasionally participated on proportional reinsurance treaties, surplus reinsurance
treaties and Industry Loss Warranty contracts.



Between 2002 and 2005, the total premium written in the Aviation class comprised 40%
all-risks, 50% Aviation War and 10% Product Liability and Space. Rates have generally
been declining since their peak in 2002, and we have significantly reduced its
participation in the all-risks market. This has resulted in a shift in the mix of business
between 2006 and 2009, with the mix in 2009 comprising approximately 20% Aviation allrisks, 70% Aviation War, and 10% Product Liability.



Damage to hulls of aircraft is generally reported quickly. This is to be contrasted with
liability claims which involve passengers and third parties and generally exhibit longer
reporting and paid patterns. Taken together, this results in the Aviation class exhibiting a
medium tail with respect to loss development. To date, the claims we have been advised
of have predominantly related to damage to hulls, hence, our payment and reporting
patterns have typically exhibited a relatively short tail. However, with an increasing mix of
liability in the book of business in recent years, our claim emergence patterns could
lengthen.
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Credit and Political Risk


This class comprises Political Risk and Credit Insurance products for banks and
corporations. Coverage is provided for a range of perils including sovereign default,
credit default, political violence, currency inconvertibility and non-transfer, expropriation,
aircraft non-repossession and contract frustration due to political events.



Prior to 2006, this class was dominated by confiscation, expropriation, nationalization and
deprivation coverages (“CEND”) and sovereign credit default coverage. Non-sovereign
credit coverage has increased in recent years and is now the largest part of the business
representing approximately 60% of the 2008 business volume. The remainder of the
class in 2008 was approximately 20% equity and bank CEND, and approximately 10%
sovereign and sub-sovereign default. As a result of the global credit crisis, very little
premium was written during 2009 but we continued to earn premium written in prior
underwriting periods.



As this class has grown over time, the average term of contract has increased from an
average of 2-3 years prior to 2006 to 4-5 years in more recent years. The unearned
premium associated with the credit and political risk business as of December 31, 2009
was $357 million, with an average remaining term of 4.7 years.



Claims in this class tend to be characterized by their severity risk as opposed to their
frequency risk and tend to be heterogeneous in nature. Therefore, claim payment and
reporting patterns are anticipated to be volatile. As discussed in Section II, we anticipate
claims experience on the 2008 and 2009 accident years to be higher than the 2007 and
prior years due to the impact of the worldwide credit crisis and subsequent higher rates of
default on underlying obligations for the insurance contracts we provide.



Under the notification provisions of our non-sovereign credit insurance, we anticipate
being advised of an insured event within a relatively short time period. Generally, these
contracts include waiting periods following the event which specify that the claim payment
is due only after specified waiting periods. In some cases, resolution can be achieved
during the waiting period. As discussed in Section II, a feature of these contracts is that
after the date we pay a claim, we are generally either subrogated to, or otherwise have
an interest in, all of the insured’s rights of recovery under the insured loan or facility
agreement. In some situations, we may also receive a transfer or assignment of the
insured’s rights. This can lead to the situation where we pay a claim in the short term,
but receive a recovery over a longer period of time. We anticipate that this will likely lead
to claim reporting patterns that will have a medium development tail.

Professional Lines


This class of business includes Directors & Officers Liability, Employment Practices
Liability, Fiduciary Liability, Crime, Errors & Omissions, Professional Indemnity and other
financial insurance related coverages for commercial enterprises, financial institutions
and not-for-profit organizations. This business is predominantly written on a claims-made
basis.



Approximately 45% of the business covered is for commercial enterprises, approximately
30% financial institutions, and approximately 25% media and professional firms. Prior to
2006, the commercial segment represented approximately 75% of the total business
volume in this class.
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Approximately 80% of the business written is exposed in the U.S. with the remaining 20%
predominantly exposed in Europe, Australia and South Africa.



Rates for professional lines strengthened between 2002 and 2004, with 2005
representing the peak for pricing. Rates were relatively flat in 2006 before the market
began weakening generally and moderately in 2007. One exception to this trend was the
Financial Institutions sector which saw a strengthening of rates in 2008 and 2009,
resulting predominantly from expectations regarding increased loss activity emanating
from the financial crisis.



Typically this class of business would be anticipated to exhibit medium to long tail claim
reporting and settlement patterns.

Liability


The liability book comprises Primary and low/mid-level excess and Umbrella commercial
liability risks typically written in the excess and surplus lines market in the U.S. on a nonadmitted basis. The core book of business commenced underwriting in 2003 and was
supplemented in 2006 by the addition of an Excess Casualty book in Bermuda which
focuses on Fortune 500 type accounts with higher attachment points than the core
portfolio.



From 2003 through 2004, the mix of business was approximately 45% primary and 55%
excess. Since 2005, the rating environment has been deteriorating year on year with the
scale of rate reductions more prevalent on the primary book. Since 2005, the focus of
the book has gradually shifted to more of the business being written on an excess basis.
The mix of business written in 2009 was approximately 15% primary and 85% excess.



The key industry sectors for the Liability book are construction, manufacturing,
transportation and trucking, and other services. The mix of business by industry in 2009
was 19% construction, 28% manufacturing, 17% transportation and trucking, 12% other
services with the remaining 24% being spread across various other industry sectors.
Since 2003, there has been a slight shift in the mix of business away from manufacturing
to other industries, partly driven by the different mix of primary versus excess books of
business.



Approximately 80% of the premium for this class is written on an occurrence basis with
the remaining 20% on a claims-made basis.



The delay between the writing of a contract, notification and subsequent settlement of a
claim in respect of that contract results in claim payment and reporting patterns that are
typically long tail in nature. A consequence of the claim development tail is that this line
of business is particularly exposed, amongst a number of uncertainties, to the potential
for unanticipated levels of claim inflation relative to that assumed when the contracts
were written. Factors influencing claim inflation on this class can include, but are not
limited to, underlying economic and medical inflation, judicial inflation and changing social
trends.
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VII. REINSURANCE SEGMENT
i) Reserving Class Descriptions
The following provides background commentary on the underlying business composition in each
reserving class and how this has changed over time.
Property


This class primarily comprises catastrophe reinsurance which provides protection for
catastrophic losses in the underlying insurance written by our cedants. The underlying
policies principally cover property exposures against such perils as hurricane and windstorm,
earthquake, flood, tornado, hail and fire. In some instances, terrorism may be a covered
peril or the only peril. Other underlying coverages, written on a multi-claimant basis, include
workers’ compensation, personal accident and life. This class also includes property
reinsurance written on both a proportional and a per-risk excess of loss basis and covers
underlying personal lines and commercial property exposures.



The U.S. property catastrophe market experienced generally hard market conditions during
the period from 2002 through 2003 before beginning to weaken slightly in 2004. A relatively
stable pricing environment for the 2005 renewal season was followed by significant rate
increases in 2006 as a result of Hurricane Katrina and revisions to pricing models. The
downward pressure on rates over the next 24 months as a result of relatively benign loss
experience was again followed by a modest hardening of the markets towards the end of
2008 as a result of Hurricanes Ike and Gustav together with the financial crisis. Pricing
trends in the international property catastrophe market generally followed a similar pattern.
However, the absence of significant large losses during this period meant that the pricing
cycle, and in particular the market hardening in 2002 and 2006, was generally less
pronounced than that observed for the U.S. market.



Other predominantly short tail reinsurance exposures also included in this class are:
o

Engineering: This line of business comprises non-proportional and proportional
treaties that provide coverage for all types of civil construction risks and risks
associated with erection, testing and commissioning of machinery and plants during
the construction stage. Coverage is also provided for losses arising from
operational failures of machinery, plant and equipment and electronic equipment as
well as business interruption. The earned premiums for this line of business have
increased from $9 million in 2006 to $66 million in 2009.

o

Crop: This line of business mainly comprises stop loss contracts with most
exposures emanating from North America and Europe. With the exception of the
2008 accident year (earned premium of $25 million), the earned premiums for this
line of business in any one year are in the range of $5 million to $15 million.

o

Marine and Aviation: This line of business mainly comprises marine reinsurance
which includes hull, cargo and liability risks underwritten on both a proportional and
non-proportional basis primarily from the U.S. The aviation reinsurance includes
airline hull and liability, manufacturers’ products liability and general aviation risks.
The annual earned premium for this line of business was approximately $10 million.
We note that, with the exception of one aviation treaty, this line of business went
into run-off following the January 1, 2009 renewals.
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In general, paid and reporting patterns are relatively short-tailed and can be volatile due
to the incidence of catastrophe events such as the Atlantic hurricanes of 2004 (Charley,
Francis, Ivan and Jeanne), 2005 (Katrina, Rita and Wilma) and 2008 (Gustav and Ike).

Credit and Bond


Approximately 75% of the premium for this class of business comprises European trade
credit business with the remainder relating primarily to U.S. and European surety bond
business. In 2009, we began writing surety business in Latin America. The Latin American
business is primarily a construction industry product written on a treaty and facultative basis.



Most of the trade credit business is focused on European exposures and relates mainly to
commercial trade credit (i.e. insolvency) risks. Coverage for risks such as contractual
disputes, currency fluctuations and entrepreneurial ventures are not included.



The majority of the trade credit premium is derived from proportional contracts with industry
leaders. The percentage of the annual premium relating to the largest proportional treaty
has generally been in the range of 35% to 45% of the total trade credit proportional
business.



Original insureds are obliged to request limits on each and every buyer (sometimes original
insureds are given a discretionary limit for small buyers). Insurers can decline, reduce or
cancel limits under whole-turnover credit insurance policies at any time without prior notice.



Losses are generally reported to insurers if no payments have been made following a
specified payment period (generally 30 days to 3 months). This, together with often partial
or full related recoveries, leads to a relatively short loss development profile on this class of
business. For most treaties, we would generally expect to observe little loss development
beyond 18 to 24 months from inception on an accident year basis in credit insurance.



Pricing for trade credit lines was under general downwards pressure during the period from
2004 through 2008 due to favorable loss experience. As discussed in Section II, we
anticipate claims experience on the 2008 and 2009 accident years to be higher than the
2007 and prior years due to the impact of the worldwide credit crisis and subsequent higher
insolvency rates. Primary premium rates were significantly increased in 2009, while
exposures were reduced substantially.



Despite the impact of the worldwide credit crisis, the pricing on both the U.S. and European
surety business has remained competitive over the past two to three years, reflecting the
relatively favorable claims experience compared to trade credit lines.



The remainder of this class consists of worldwide surety bond business written on both
a proportional and non-proportional basis. The bond related business typically has a
longer development profile relative to that of the trade credit business.

Professional Lines


The majority of this class relates to U.S. Professional Liability business although some
relatively small amounts of non-U.S. business are also included.



The class includes public Directors’ & Officers’ (D&O) Liability, non-public D&O, medical
malpractice, lawyers, accountants, employment practices, environmental and miscellaneous
errors and omissions insurance exposures. The percentage of annual professional liability
premium relating to public D&O liability business has generally been in the range of 30% to
40%.
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The professional liability treaties are written on both a non-proportional and proportional
basis. However, the majority of underlying exposures in this class are excess insurance
policies where public D&O exposures typically attach at higher levels than the remainder of
the portfolio. The attachment point profile for the combined professional liability reinsurance
line has remained relatively stable over time.



The underlying business is predominantly written on a claims-made basis with the majority
of reinsurance treaties written on a risks-attaching basis.



Claim payment and reporting patterns on an accident year basis are typically medium
to long tail in nature. However, as discussed in Section II, we anticipate claims
frequency on the 2007 and 2008 accident years to differ from prior years due to the
impact of the worldwide credit crisis and subsequent economic slowdown.



Pricing on underlying primary policies for U.S. professional liability business increased
significantly from 2002, peaking for most lines in 2004. The largest rate increases were
found in D&O policies. Limits utilized also decreased during this period. Since 2005, D&O
pricing remained competitive, reflecting a generally reduced claims environment, although
the Financial Institutions sector saw a strengthening of rates in 2008 and 2009 resulting
predominantly from a reaction to the worldwide credit crisis. The overall reinsurance pricing
during this period remained relatively stable despite some of the downward pressure on
rates observed since 2005 in the primary market.

Motor


This class of business comprises European motor reinsurance written predominantly on a
non-proportional basis. The percentage of annual earned premium relating to motor nonproportional treaties has generally represented 75% to 85% of the total motor premium, with
the remainder relating to motor proportional business. The majority of business is covered
on a losses occurring basis.



The motor non-proportional business consists of standard excess of loss contracts written
for cedants in several European countries. The two major markets, U.K. and France,
generally account for more than 80% of motor non-proportional premium volume. The
attachment profiles for the U.K. and French domiciled excess of loss treaties have remained
broadly stable over the past 5 years.



The motor non-proportional treaties are generally characterized by long paid and reported
loss development patterns. We note, however, that for the U.K. business in particular, there
has been a trend towards quicker and more adequate reporting of losses over the past 5
years.



The use of additional case reserves (“ACRs”) is more prevalent for the motor reinsurance
class of business than for other liability classes. This reflects a higher incidence of large
bodily injury claims, the reserves on which are often highly dependent on a number of
assumptions such as life expectancy and cost of care. In specific cases where, as a result
of different underlying assumptions, we believe that the ultimate cost of a claim may be
higher than the reserve indicated by the cedant, an ACR may be recorded. Incurred losses
shown in the tables and triangles include ACRs. Specifically, ACRs represented
approximately 13% of total reserves (including IBNR) on the Motor class of business as of
December 31, 2009.



The relatively high incidence of bodily injury claims for this class of business also makes it
particularly susceptible to increased uncertainty surrounding future loss development due to
issues such as continued cost of care inflation and a trend towards more structured
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settlements in the U.K. market. There has also been a general decrease in claim frequency
over the past decade following governmental measures to better control speed limits and
drunk driving.


The U.K. and French motor reinsurance markets saw significant rate increases on excess of
loss treaties during the period from 2001 through 2007; increases after 2007 were mainly
limited to upper layers.



The motor proportional component of this class generally has a significantly shorter paid and
reported loss development pattern relative to the motor non-proportional risks.

Liability


The business covered in this class relates primarily to North American casualty business
although some European business is also included.



The North American business provides coverage to both regional and national insurers
writing standard casualty business, excess and surplus casualty business and specialty
casualty programs. The primary focus of the underlying business is general liability, which is
largely written on an excess basis through umbrella policies. Workers compensation and
auto liability are also written, both on a monoline basis and also as part of regional multiline
(both lines) and umbrella treaties (auto).



The majority of treaties are written as non-proportional business, although proportional
business generally also covers excess insurance policies. The majority of treaties are
written on a risks-attaching basis with the remainder written on a losses occurring basis.



Pricing on underlying primary policies for the North American casualty book increased
significantly from 2002, peaking for most lines in 2004. The largest increases were observed
on commercial umbrella and excess policies. Annual rate decreases of between 5% and
10% were realized during the period from 2005 to 2009, although the period also saw
declining frequency along with relatively stable severity. Despite downward pressure on
insurance rates during 2007 through 2009, the overall reinsurance pricing during this period
remained relatively stable compared to the primary market.



Claim payment and reporting patterns are typically long tail in nature and, therefore, also
subject to increased uncertainty surrounding future loss development. In particular, claims
can be subject to inflation from a number of sources including, but not limited to, economic
and medical inflation, judicial inflation and changing social trends.
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VII. SELECTED DISCLOSURES FROM 2009 ANNUAL REPORT ON FORM 10-K
We believe that the most significant judgment made by management is the estimation of our
reserve for losses and loss expenses, which we also refer to as loss reserves. We are required
by U.S. GAAP to establish loss reserves for the estimated unpaid portion of the ultimate liability
for losses and loss expenses (“ultimate losses”) under the terms of our policies and agreements
with our insured and reinsured customers. Our loss reserves comprise the following components:


Case reserves - cost of claims that were reported to us but not yet paid, and



Reserves for incurred but not reported (“IBNR”) - anticipated cost of claims incurred but
not reported.

Loss reserves also include an estimate of the expense associated with settling claims, including
legal and other fees and the general expenses of administering the claims adjustment process.
Case Reserves
For reported losses, management primarily establishes case reserves based on the amounts
reported from insureds or ceding companies. Case reserves are established on a case by case
basis within the parameters of coverage provided in the insurance and reinsurance contracts.
The method of establishing case reserves for reported losses differs among our segments.
With respect to our insurance operations, we are notified of insured losses by brokers and
insureds and record a case reserve for the estimated amount of the ultimate expected liability
arising from the claim. The estimate reflects the judgment of our claims personnel based on
general reserving practices, the experience and knowledge of such personnel regarding the
nature of the specific claim and, where appropriate, advice of counsel, loss adjusters and other
relevant consultants.
The reserving process for our reinsurance operations is more complicated than for our insurance
operations. For reported losses, we generally establish case reserves based on reports received
primarily from brokers and also from ceding companies. With respect to contracts written on an
excess of loss basis, we typically are notified of insured losses on specific contracts and record a
case reserve for the estimated amount of the ultimate expected liability arising from the claim.
With respect to contracts written on a pro rata basis, we typically receive aggregated claims
information and record a case reserve based on this information. However, our pro-rata
reinsurance contracts typically require that pre-defined large losses must be separately notified
so that these losses can be adequately evaluated.
In deciding whether to provide treaty reinsurance, we carefully review and analyze the cedant’s
underwriting and risk management practices to ensure appropriate underwriting, data capture and
reporting procedures. We undertake an extensive program of cedant audits, utilizing outsourced
legal and industry expertise when necessary. This allows us to review a cedant’s claims
administration to ensure that its claim reserves are consistent with reinsured exposures, are
adequately established and are properly reported in a timely manner, and to verify that claims are
being handled appropriately. For those losses where we receive contract-specific loss
notifications, our claims department evaluates each notification and, as discussed above, may
record additional case reserves if claims are not considered to be adequately reserved by the
ceding company. This requires considerable judgment. At December 31, 2009, additional case
reserves were $145 million, or 8% of our total case reserves compared to $106 million, or 5%,
respectively at December 31, 2008.
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IBNR
IBNR reserves are necessary due to time lags between when a loss occurs and when it is
actually reported and settled. This is often referred to as the “claim-tail”. Reporting lags arise
from the use of intermediaries to provide loss reports, complexities in the claims adjusting
process and other related factors. IBNR reserves are calculated by projecting our ultimate losses
on each class of business and subtracting paid losses and case reserves.
Unlike case reserves, IBNR is generally calculated at an aggregate level and cannot usually be
directly identified as reserves for a particular loss or contract. Our loss and premium data is
aggregated by exposure class and by accident year (i.e. the year in which losses were incurred).
The evaluation process to determine our ultimate losses involves the collaboration of our
underwriting, claims, internal actuarial, legal and finance departments, and includes various
segmental committee meetings, culminating with the approval of a single point best estimate by
senior management in our Group Reserving Committee. The evaluation process also includes
consultation with an independent actuarial firm. The work performed by the actuarial firm is an
important part of the process and we compare our recorded claims and claim expense reserves
to those estimated by the actuarial firm to determine whether our estimates are reasonable.
On an annual basis, our independent actuarial firm performs work for the purpose of issuing an
actuarial opinion on the reasonableness of our loss reserves for each of our operating
subsidiaries. The actuarial opinions are required to meet various insurance regulatory
requirements. The actuarial firm discusses its conclusions with management and presents its
findings to our Board of Directors.
Reserving Methodology:
We primarily use the following actuarial methods in our reserving process:


Initial expected loss ratio method (“IELR”): This method calculates an estimate of ultimate
losses by applying an estimated loss ratio to an estimate of ultimate earned premium for
each accident year. The estimated loss ratio is based on pricing information and industry
data and is independent of the current claim experience to date. This method is
appropriate for classes of business where the actual paid or reported loss experience is
not yet mature enough to override our initial expectations of the ultimate loss ratios.



Bornhuetter-Ferguson (“BF”): The BF method uses as a starting point an assumed IELR
and blends in the loss ratio implied by the claims experience to date by using benchmark
loss development patterns. This method is generally appropriate where there are few
reported claims and a relatively less stable pattern of reported losses.



Loss development (Chain Ladder): This method uses actual loss data and the historical
development profiles on older accident years to project more recent, less developed
years to their ultimate position. This method is appropriate when there is a relatively
stable pattern of loss emergence and a relatively large number of reported claims.

The basis of our selected single point best estimate on a particular line of business is often a
blend of the results from two or more methods (e.g. weighted averages). Our estimate is highly
dependant on actuarial and management judgment as to which method(s) is most appropriate for
a particular accident year and class of business. Our methodology changes over time as new
information emerges regarding underlying loss activity and other factors.
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Our Key Reserving Assumptions:
Implicit in the actuarial methodologies utilized above are two critical reserving assumptions; the
selected IELR for each accident year and the expected loss development profiles. We regularly
monitor these assumptions and, at each quarter end, undertake a full actuarial review. Any
adjustments that result from this review are recorded in the quarter in which they are identified.
The historic loss information we use is also assumed to be indicative of future loss development
and trends.
The IELR selections in our insurance segment are primarily developed using industry
benchmarks with varying degrees of weight given to our own historical loss experience. We also
give consideration to a number of other factors, including exposure trends, rate adequacy on new
and renewal business, ceded reinsurance costs, changes in claims emergence and our
underwriters’ view of terms and conditions in the market environment. In our reinsurance
segment, our IELR selections are based on a contract by contract review which incorporates
information provided by clients together with estimates provided by our underwriters and
actuaries concerning the impact of changes in pricing, terms and conditions and coverage. Our
estimate of the impact of these changes includes assumptions which consider, among other
things, the market experience of our independent actuarial firm.
Our loss development profiles are primarily developed using industry benchmarks with varying
degrees of weight given to our own historical loss experience. Having begun operations in late
2001 and having grown our business substantially since, the credibility of our own loss
development profiles have generally been limited. Our development profiles are only adjusted
when the weight of our own actual experience becomes sufficiently credible to identify deviations
from the market based assumptions. As this happens, we incorporate the experience from these
accident years in our actuarial analysis to determine future accident year expected loss ratios,
adjusted for the occurrence or lack of large losses, changes in pricing, loss trends, terms and
conditions and reinsurance structure.
Reserving by class of business:
The weight given to a particular actuarial method is dependent upon the characteristics specific to
each class of business, including the types of coverage and the expected claim-tail.
Short-tail business:
Short-tail exposures describe classes of business for which losses are usually known and paid
within a relatively short period of time after a loss event has occurred. Our short-tail exposures
include the majority of the property, terrorism and marine lines of business within our insurance
segment, together with the property, catastrophe and crop lines of business within our
reinsurance segment.
Due to the relatively short reporting development pattern for short-tail lines of business, our
estimate of ultimate losses responds quickly to the latest loss data. We therefore typically assign
higher credibility to methods that incorporate actual loss emergence, sooner than would be the
case for long-tail lines at a similar stage of development.
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Although our reserve estimate for short tail business has inherently less uncertainty than longer
tail business, it is still subject to significant judgment. For example, because much of our excess
insurance and excess of loss reinsurance business has high attachment points, it is often difficult
to estimate whether claims will exceed those attachment points. Also, the inherent uncertainties
relating to coverage and damage assessment on catastrophe events (see below), together with
our typically large line sizes, further add to the complexity of estimating our potential exposure.
Additionally, for workers compensation catastrophe reinsurance business, our estimate of
ultimate losses requires us to estimate longer term and potentially more variable costs, such as
ongoing medical expenses. This business therefore generally has a longer development profile
when compared to property catastrophe business.
The reserving process for losses arising from catastrophic events typically involves the
determination by our claims department, in conjunction with our underwriters and actuaries, of our
exposure and likely losses immediately following an event with subsequent refinement of those
losses as our clients provide updated actual loss information. When a catastrophe event occurs,
we review our contracts to determine those that could be potentially exposed to the event. We
contact brokers and clients to determine their estimate of involvement and the extent to which
their programs are affected. We may also use commercial vendor models to estimate loss
exposures under the actual event scenario. As part of the underwriting process, we obtain
exposure data from our clients, so that when an event occurs we can run the models to produce
an estimate of the losses incurred by clients on programs that we insure or reinsure. Typically,
we derive our estimate for the losses from a catastrophic event by blending all of the sources of
loss information available to us. This estimate is derived by the claims team and, where there are
no reported case reserves, we establish a separate provision for IBNR. Natural catastrophe
losses were low in 2009 due to the absence on the whole of major catastrophes and a benign
North Atlantic hurricane season.
For the 2009 accident year, our short-tail line loss reserves were typically established using the
BF method, which, as noted previously, requires initial expected loss ratios by line of business,
adjusted for actual experience during the year.
During 2009, we continued to incorporate more of our own historical loss experience within shorttail lines of business. Given our own loss experience has generally been more favorable than we
expected, the incorporation of this data into our reserving analysis had the impact of reducing net
loss ratios on several lines of business, relative to 2008. Otherwise, for short-tail businesses
taken as a whole, our loss trend assumptions for accident year 2009 did not differ significantly
from prior years.
In terms of prior accident years, changes to ultimate loss estimates on short-tail lines of business
in 2009 were primarily in response to the latest reported loss data rather than any significant
changes to underlying actuarial assumptions such as loss development patterns. We have
experienced significant net favorable reserve development on short-tail lines of business during
the last three years.
This favorable development partly stemmed from the fact that historically we had relied heavily
upon industry-based profiles. Due to the inherent limitations of this, our loss reserves in prior
years have also included a provision for reporting delays and other uncertainties specific to our
business. These include the inherent delays we expect to arise from obtaining loss information on
excess layers of business across our diverse worldwide exposures. Also, within our insurance
segment, for certain business, we use managing general agents and other producers, which can
delay the reporting of loss information to us. As it has transpired, our actual claims experience in
the last three years has been more favorable than we projected, with late reporting being less
prevalent than we anticipated.
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In addition to this broader claims experience, favorable prior period reserve development has also
occurred as a result of reductions to individual case reserves following updated loss information
received from insureds or ceding companies. Also, for certain specific catastrophe events, we
have also taken down our own provisions from prior periods. On contracts that respond to highly
visible, major events, we establish IBNR where potential exposure has been identified. However,
in a number of instances, mainly within our excess of loss catastrophe reinsurance business, it
transpired that claims did not develop to a sufficient level to reach our attachment points.
Medium-tail business:
Our medium-tail exposures include the majority of the aviation hull, energy offshore, professional
lines and credit and political risk lines of our insurance segment together with most of the trade
credit and bond, professional lines and engineering lines of our reinsurance segment. For
medium tail business, we generally use the IELR method on more recent accident years and the
BF method on older accident years. The significant changes to our reserving for medium tail
business in 2009 are described below.
For professional lines business, claim payment and reporting patterns are typically medium to
long tail in nature. The underlying business is predominately written on a claims-made basis with
the majority of reinsurance treaties written on a risk attaching basis. During 2009, we continued
to give weight to our own loss experience, in particular business written on a claims-made basis
from accident years 2006 and prior, which has developed a reasonable level of credible data.
Generally once the percentage of reported losses in a particular accident year is assumed to
have reached 70% of estimated ultimate losses, the selected reserving methodology is gradually
transitioned away from sole reliance on the IELR method and, over the course of the next two
years, towards sole reliance on the BF method. For more recent accident years, we continue to
use the IELR method, although our ultimate loss estimates for accident year 2007 and 2008 are
weighted more heavily towards our expected loss exposure to the economic downturn and the
sub-prime lending credit crisis. Our reserves for the credit crisis incorporate analyses by our
claims personnel, actuaries and underwriters of known notifications of potential loss, as well as a
review of accounts that may have exposure to this area, but have not yet provided notice of a
claim. During 2009, we strengthened our accident year 2008 professional lines reserves in
response to the continued economic downturn and credit crisis.
For accident year 2009 trade credit and bond reinsurance business, we increased our IELRs
relative to prior years due to the weaker economic environment. We also strengthened our
accident year 2008 reserves in 2009 due to deteriorating loss experience reported by our
cedants. For earlier accident years, we continued to give weight to our own loss experience, in
particular accident years 2005 to 2007. Our selected reserving methodology is gradually
transitioned from a sole reliance on the IELR method to the BF method, generally after two years
for trade credit business and after three years for bond reinsurance business.
Claims for credit and political risk business tend to be characterized by their severity risk as
opposed to their frequency risk and tend to be heterogeneous in nature. Therefore, claim
payment and reporting patterns are anticipated to be volatile. Under the notification provisions of
our non-sovereign credit insurance, we anticipate being advised of an insured event within a
relatively short time period. Generally, these contracts include waiting periods following the event
which specify that the claim payment is due only after specified waiting periods. In some cases,
resolution can be achieved during the waiting period. Also of note, a feature of many of these
contracts is that after the date we pay a claim, we are generally subrogated to all of the insured’s
rights of recovery under the insured agreement. In some situations, we may also receive a
transfer or assignment of the insured’s rights. This can lead to the situation where we pay a claim
in the short term, but receive a recovery over a longer period of time. We anticipate that this will
likely lead to claim reporting patterns that will have a medium development tail. At December 31,
2009, we had negative gross case reserves of $41 million.
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During 2009, the level of recoveries due on credit insurance business (within our credit and
political risk line of business) increased significantly relative to prior years (see below). At
December 31, 2009, our estimate of recoveries due was $340 million, of which $87 million related
to recoveries on paid losses, $160 million on case reserves and $93 million on IBNR reserves.
The estimate of such recoveries requires significant management judgment. Our estimate
requires us to assess the post event circumstances, including any restructuring, liquidation or
possession of asset proposals/agreements. The process involves compiling information from
several third party sources, including rating agencies, asset valuation specialists and publicly
available information.
Our expected current accident year loss ratio for credit and political risk business increased
significantly from prior years as a result of increased loss activity emanating from the global
financial crisis. The increase included a reserving provision related to one peak credit insurance
risk which has been stressed by the global economic downturn. No claim has been presented to
date. However, we had been closely monitoring the status of the project and identified an
opportunity to work and negotiate with interested parties to settle our exposure. We have
reserved for the ultimate amount payable that we believe will eliminate our exposure. In terms of
prior accident years, in 2009 we experienced favorable reserve development from credit related
business, largely from accident year 2007, and to a lesser extent, accident years 2006 and 2005,
driven by the recognition of lower than expected loss activity.
Long-tail business:
Long-tail lines of business describe lines of business for which specific losses may not be known
for some period. Our long tail exposures include most of the liability business we write in our
insurance and reinsurance segment as well as motor reinsurance business. There are many
factors contributing to the uncertainty and volatility of long-tail business, including the following:


Our historical loss data and experience is generally too immature and lacking in actuarial
credibility to place reliance upon for reserving purposes. Instead, we place reliance on
industry loss ratios and industry benchmark development profiles that we anticipate
reflect the nature and coverage of our business and its future development. Actual loss
experience is likely to differ from industry loss statistics that are based on averages as
well as loss experience of previous underwriting years;



The inherent uncertainty around loss trends, claims inflation (e.g., medical and judicial)
and underlying general economic conditions; and



The possibility of future litigation, legislative or judicial change that might impact future
loss experience relative to prior loss experience relied upon in loss reserve analyses.

For our liability lines of business, we predominately use the IELR method across all accident
years. Due to the long-term reporting and settlement period for liability business, additional facts
regarding coverages written in prior years, as well as actual claims and trends may become
known and, as a result, we may be required to adjust our reserves accordingly. During 2009, we
experienced net adverse prior period reserve development on E&S liability business, primarily
impacting accident year 2007, and to a lesser extent, accident year 2008. We adjusted our loss
development profile on these accident years having observed higher than expected frequency
and severity of claims emergence on this business over the last twelve months. This was
partially offset by net favorable development on E&S umbrella lines, predominately from accident
years 2005 and 2006, reflecting the incorporation of more of our own actual experience with
respect to reinsurance recoveries on this business.
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VIII.

GLOSSARY

Accident Year means the year in which the event occurred that triggered a claim to us. All years
referred to are years ending December 31st.
Additional Case Reserves are amounts that are held in addition to Case Reserves that result
from our claims professionals determining that the established Case Reserves (which are often
established by cedants or third parties) are expected to be insufficient to meet the expected future
settlement amounts.
Case Incurred Losses is the sum of Paid Losses, plus Case Reserves and any Additional Case
Reserves.
Case Incurred Loss Ratio is the ratio of Case Incurred Losses to Earned Premium, which shows
the relationship between Case Incurred Losses and the associated premiums that are related to
those losses.
Case Reserves are amounts set aside in relation to claims that have been made but not yet been
paid and represent an assessment of the remaining amount to be paid in respect of each notified
claim.
Ceded Claims are those amounts we received or expect to receive from third party reinsurers to
whom we ceded premiums.
Ceded Premiums are those premiums payable by us to third party reinsurers.
Diagonals in the triangle from bottom left to top right represent evaluation dates. For example,
the last diagonal in our published triangles shows the position of each Accident Year as at
December 31, 2009.
Earned Premium is the amount of policy premiums allocated between Accident Years in
accordance with the assumed incidence of risk which results from insurance and reinsurance
contracts that do not all commence at the start of a given Accident Year.
Gross Premiums and Gross Losses are shown before the impact of any third party outwards
reinsurance.
IBNR means incurred but not reported reserve, or a reserve amount held to cover expected
future settlements in relation to all claims that have occurred but have not yet been reported to
us. This includes a reserve provision for claims which may have already occurred and expected
development (upward or downward) in existing Case Reserves and Additional Case Reserves.
Inception to Date means the period from 2002 through 2009; 2001 is considered immaterial for
the purpose of this document.
Loss Emergence is the change in ultimate losses from the previous development point. Loss
emergence is shown separately for each accident year and calendar year.
Maturity is measured in months from the start of the Accident Year.
Net means the retained portion of premiums written or losses paid and incurred. Net Premium
equals Gross Premium less Ceded Premium and Net Losses equals Gross Losses less Ceded
Claims.
Paid Losses are claim amounts paid to insureds or ceding companies.
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Paid Loss Ratio is the ratio of Paid Losses to Earned Premium, which shows the relationship
between paid losses and the associated premiums that are related to those losses.
Report Year / Claims Made Year refers to the year in which a claim is reported to us. All years
referred to are years ending December 31st.
Subrogation – Paid losses, case reserves and IBNR are net of actual and expected subrogation
recoveries.
Total Reserves is the unpaid losses and loss adjustment expenses.
Triangle is a cross tabulation of data usually showing financial quantities in respect of periods of
exposure (e.g. Accident Years), each evaluated at regular intervals (maturities).
Underwriting year means the year during which the contract incepts. Exposure from contracts
incepting during the current underwriting year will potentially affect both the current accident year
as well as future accident years.
Ultimate Loss is the total of all expected settlement amounts, whether paid or reserved together
with any associated allocated and unallocated loss adjustment expenses and is the estimated
total amount of loss at the measurement date. For the purposes of this report, Ultimate Loss is
calculated by adding: Paid Losses, Case and Additional Case Reserves and IBNR.
Ultimate Loss Ratio is the ratio of Ultimate Loss to Earned Premium, which shows the
relationship between expected losses and the associated premiums that are related to those
losses.
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